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Dana doors open; apartments on the way
BY 3VEATTAPUZZO
News Editor

Colby students and faculty returned to a newly
renovated Dana Hall this week, following the completion of last spring's $5 million renovation project. The
construction , which renovated both the dining and
residential facilities, is being praised by dormitory
residents and non-residents alike.
"I was going around to every construction worker
I saw when I got here, saying 'Thank you!Thank you!'
as much as I coxild," said Nelia Dwyer'00, who lived in
Dana last year and utilized the dorm's retention policy
to receive one of the newly-added suites this fall.
These "squatter's rights" along with the high demand for rooms in the building have made rooms
unavailable to first-year students in a dorm traditionally knownforits largenumber of freshmen occupants.
"As a freshman,you want to be able to meet upperclassmen,"said Chris Duffy '00. "And not being able to
live in AMS or Dana,the two biggest dorms on campus,
definitely hinders that"
Others disagree. "Who cares? They're freshman ," said Dana Head Resident Megan Watson
'99. Watson, who was given a double instead of a
single along with tferest of Dana's hall staff due to a

housing mix-up, continued,"When you're a freshman, you don't know what you're missing: Besides,
they're in here when they eat,so they can get to know
people that way."
Other than the scarcity of freshmen, few complaints echoed through the newly carpeted hallways
of Dana as returningstudentsgot used to the changes.
"We had to suffer through 'dirty Dana' last
year," said Mary Snyder '00. "So this is just
great."
rsiot tar upniu from uana, construction is wen
underway on the $7 million senior apartment complex scheduled to open next fall. The construction,
which began last spring, is reportedly on schedule.
"We're about 20 percent done with it right
now," said Manny Raymond, the head mason for
HP Cummings, the Winthrop-based company
contracted to construct the comp lex . HP
Cummings built the AMS dormitory, the F. W.
Olin Science Center and the Pugh Center.
"Right now, we're in the process of erecting
the roof and we're starting to run the interior
electricity/'yRaymond said. "And we're still laying the exterior brick work/' which will be in the
style of the Pugh Center.
Severityworkersare currently on-site,workingto
v s y/^ y „ y > i „<- < <* ' Eehof hotoby Metaf ileGttryatisky
get as*much done as possible before the Maine winter
Booth seating adds to Bona Pinin g Hall' s ambiance * .
sets in.Q

Misc alcu lati ons resu lt in housi ng crunch
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stud ents,so it offered 135ju niors and seniors
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the opportunity to live off campus.
"We couldn't find enough students to go
off campus,despite the fact that there were 44
on the waiting list ," said Paul Johnston,associate dean of students for housing. In midAugust, Johnston began calling students on
th e list,but only 12 agreed to live off campus.
Johnston hopes that some of the housing
crunch will remedy itself when a few more
upperclassmen make arrangements to live
off campus. "That 36 number will decline
somewhat in the first few weeks," he said.
The majority of sophomores in temp
housing are actually living in spaces designed and used as dorm rooms. When
the Heights opened in 1981,space became
available for 100 more students. The college then converted a few rooms in upper
levels of older dorms to lounges.
If the space is needed for temp housing,
"we do the reverse. We take the couches out
and put beds back in," said Johnston. "The
old rooms act as a cushion."
Only the four sophomores living in a
large lounge in the Heights are living in
true lounge space.
David Benetello '01, who temporarily resides in a lounge in Woodman said/'It'sactually pretty large,but the door's kind of messed
up, It's just like a regular room. I would have
liked to have a choice about where I am on
campus, but that doesn't even matter that
much,"he said. Benetellowill begiven a $200
rebate for his room charge ii he is not placed
in a permanent room by Oct, 15,
lee HOUSING, Continued on Pa ge3
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Kassman inj ured
in bicyc le accident
BY MATT AJ TOZO
News Editor
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Dean of Students Janice Kassman
was injured Thursday/ Sept 3after falling from her bicycle. Kassman/ who
bikes long distances regularly/was admitted to Maine General Hospital's
Thayer Unit to treat a head injury,
scraped face' and general bumps and
bruises on her body.
! The impact of the fall reportedly
caused Kassman's bike, helmet to crack.
'The helmet saved he* life," said
Colby President WilHimR. Cotter.
Kassman suffered from mild confusion Thursday night,and waskept overnight in the hospital (or observation . ,
Visitors reported that .she Was.dazddL
from the. head injury but\mostly lusf
sore, Reports that she suffered serious
memory ldssippear tb be/fals^ 1
> Kassman was discharged from the
hospital on Friday and instructed to get
plenty 'qf fast' &&recovery rep^rtedl^i,
has been a successful one thus far. She ,
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Class of 2002 is smarte r, but less d iverse
BY BETSY LQYP .

Asst. News Editor

Boylan featu red nationall y

After waiting in line for what
seemedlikehourslastTuesday,September 1, Colby's new crop of firstyear students made their mark in
Colby history by signing the matriculationbook. On these pages are
the signatures of 454 students who
advanced through the rigors of the
Colby admissions process and are
now official members of theClass of
2002.
In his prepared speech for the
assemblyforthe 181st enteringclass,
Dean of Admissions Parker Beverage said that the class was selected
from a pool which exceeded 4,000
applicants for the fourth year in a
row.
The first-year class is also, according to Beverage, "perhaps the
most geographically diverse class
ever to enter Colby." While more
students continue to come from
Maine, Massachusetts, and Connecticut than any other states, ten
percent hail from-New York and
half are from outside of New England.
The class comes from as close to
Colby as Fairfield,Maine,and as far
away as Sofia,Bulgaria and Lahore,
Pakistan. According to Beverage,

. James Finney Boylan, professor of English, was featured on the
front page of Section C in the August 20 USA Today. Boylan is
currently directing the Colby in Cork (Ireland) program. USA Today
featured his newest novel,Getting In. Part of the novel takes place on
Mayflower Hill. Boylan has written two other novels, The Constellations and The Planets. He has authored a collection of short stories ,
Remind Me To Murder You Later. (MA)

New dinin g hal l hours for Dana

Recently renovatedDana Hall will have new hours to match its
new interior. The popular dining hall will be closed from 11to 11:30
a.m. and from 4 to 5 p.m. to better facilitate changeovers between
meals. While the dining facilities will still be open until 9 p.m. on
weekdays, the official policy of Dining Services will be to serve
"limited menu items" for the last hour of operation. (MA)

ColbyCa rd system goes online

After its trial period last spring, the ColbyCard system was
installed in all residence halls and should be fully operational by
Sept. 21- Until then,each hall hasbeen assigned a pin number to allow
entrance 24 hours a day and into all other halls until 11 p.m.
According to the 1998-99 Student Handbook,once the installation is
complete,students must use ColbyCards to enter their own dorms at
any time and other halls from 7 a.m. to 11p.m. At that point the codes
will then be obsolete. Weekend hours extend to 1a.m. Additionally,
fines for propping doors open will be $50for halls with fewer than 50
residents and $100 for halls with 50 residents or more. The cost for
replacing an ID has increased from $5 to $25. (BL)

"You come from the motor capital
of the world, the city of lights, the
smelt capital of the world, the Big
Apple, the gateway to tl\e West and
the gateway to the California delta.
And yes,one of you comesto Colby
from Fargo, North Dakota."
After learning of the geographic
diversity of her class, Katie

including 26 students who were
validictorians of their high school
classes. Over 40 percent of the class
of 2002 were members of National
Honor and Cum Laude societies.
ThemembersoftheCiass of 2002
are also athletic and active in their
communities. More than 150members of the class Were captains of at
least one varsity sport and at least
250 participated in community service.
Class members have middle
names like Katahdin and Cotter.
Seven members of the class are
twins; one is a triplet.
The admissions process did fall
short,however,in attracting a more
multiculturally diverse class. According to Cotter, the campus is
more multiculturally diverse than
ever before, but the first-year class
has ten percent diversity,three percent less than the Class of 2001. Cotter said that members of the admissions office and the senior staff of
the college have discussed ways to
remedy the situation in future
classes.
Beverage closed his speech with
praise for the Class of 2002: "I want
you to know that each of you has
made it successfully through a very
competitiveacimission process and
that each of you brings something
special to Colby."?

44 ——
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Gee , [23] is not a lot
of states. But I
think it' s
interestin g just
meeting people
from other parts of
Massachusetts.

•Katie Magnuso n '02

. 99

Magnuson '02 thought, "Gee,[23]is
not a lot of states. But I think if s
interestingjust meeting peoplefrom
other parts of Massachusetts."
According to President William
R. Cotter, the average SAT scores
for the Class of 2002 went up ten
points from last year. Approximately ten percent graduated
among the top three of their class,
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According to J ohnston, those
who end up remainingm temphousingwill do soonly for thesemester;It is
expectedthat37morejuhiorewinstudy
abroad in the spring thari in the fall,
leaving spaceto absorb the 36 sophomorescurrently in temphousing.
"In January, people don't want
to go lotit of their temp housing]/'
said jofirtston. "They usually just
move down or acrossthe hall where
the juniors were living so the dorm
can get their loungeback. Then they
can stay near the friends they've
made in the hall."
With Dana's renovations, other
housing problems existed. The
dorm's four Head Residents were
assigned rooms last spring, before
roomriumberswerereassigned due
to fire department standards. Once
meywerereassigned,theirroomnumbers were allotted to doubles rather
than singles and the singles were already assigned through regularroom
¦^

¦

'
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'

¦ ¦^^^—

draw; "We decided to letit go for this
yearand thennext year, put them in
thesingleswherethey'resupposedto
be,"saidJohnston.
The four sophomores stranded
by this mistake were not put into
temporary housing, however, because late in the renovation process, Gordan Cheesman, associate director of Physical Plant,
saw that, with slight adjustments
in door location, two singles on
both me secondandthirdfloorcould
be turnedinto a single and a double.
Therefore, four extra housingspots
werecreated.
The senior apartments,on-line
next .fall, will allow for 107 more
beds. With 130 students living offcampushow,Johnsonforesees a significantdecreaseinoff-campus living
next year."I think there'll be a small
number livingoff-campus - 20to 30 depending oh the size of the overall
enrollment/' said Johnston.Q
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Colb y Fellow detaihid
pendi ng sedition hearin g
BYMATT APUZZO
News Editor
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Colby officials arestill uncertain
whether or not their first-ever Oak
Institute Fellow will be allowed to
leave his home country of Pakistan
to spend a semester on Mayf lower
Hittasplarmed.Zafaryab Ahmed expects word this week on whether
the Pakistani Supreme Court will
return his passport in light of accusations of sedition and economic
sabotage.
The 44-year-old freelance reporter was arrested following his
report oh the murder of 12-year-old
Pakistani Iqbal Masih. Masih was
sold into bonded labor at the age of
four to repay his family's debt to a
carpet manufacturer. Six yearslater,
he escaped and fled to the United
States where he became a global
ambassador for the elimination of
the system that held him in nearslavery. In 1995, Masih was shot to
death upon returning to Pakistan,
prompting Ahmed's story exposing both the murder and the forced
labor situation in Pakistan.
Ahmed was classified as a
"prisoner of conscience" by Amnesty International after being
imprisoned for the report. He was
accused by the Pakistani government of being an Indian agent

aiming to sabotage the country's
economy. He served time in a
state prison until being released
on bail amidst a fury of letters
from Amnest y International.
However, his passpor t rema ined
revoked and he was placed on
the "exit control list," pending a
formal hearing on the sedition
charge. Ahmed still has not been
reissued his passport, nor has he
seen an official trial on the issue.
Lastyear,Colby selected Ahmed
as its first Oak Institute Fellow for
the Study of International Human
Rights after the College was endowed $5 million by the Institute.
Ahmed was selected from a list of
70 candidates who have fought the
battle for human rights across the
world.
"We thought his story was the
mostcompelling,"said Government
Professor and Oak Institute Director Kenneth Rodman in a recent
interview with Central Maine Newspapers.
Ahmed's function here at
Colby, if fulfilled,will be to hold
various lectures and discussion
groups on the issue of human
rights. Also included in the endowment by the Oak Institute is
scholarship money used to bring
10 international students to
Colby and a lecture series to bring
speakers to Mayflower Hill on a

regular basis.
' ;Y y
But these plans appear to have
been put on hold, at least temporarily. Ahmed began his hearing
Friday but does not know exactly
when to expect word on his future.
"Evidence has been presented
and arguments have begun," Rodman said Saturday."But it could be
days until we have any word on the
results."
Throughout the ordeal, Colby
off icials have made every effor t to
allow Ahmed's safe departure from
Pakistan. '
"We've contacted both of our
senators," said Colby President
WilliamRCotter. "Amnesty International is aware of the situation,
andrmtold that MadeleineAlbright
has been informed." "
However, it appears as though
the end result will be determined
solely by the Pakistani Supreme
Court. Since relations between the
United States and Pakistan are frequently tenuous and this summer's
global debate over; Pakistan's
nuclear weapons was so intense, it
is unclear how much influence the
United States will have on the outcome.
There is no word yet as to
whether Colby wUl select another
Fellow this year in the event that
Ahmed is not permitted passage
from Pakistan.Q
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135Main Street • 873-0692 • Downtown Waterville

CLASSH1ED ADVERTISING
BEST HOTELS,LOWEST PRICES.All
SPRINGBREAK Locations. Florida $99+,Texas
$119+,Cancun ,Jamaica $399+,Maza tlan ,
Bahamas $420+
Reserve rooms now or be our Campus Rep.
Call IGP 800-828-7015 or www.icpt.com
Garden Island Laundromat & Dry Cleaners
Elm Plaza,Waterville 861-8378
10% Dry Cleaningi$.5d/LbYWash,Dry &
Fold with Dolby Student ID
Open 7AM to 9PM dally
Mbn, & Fri;Open Till Midnight
SpringBreak '99- Sell Trips,Earn Cash & Go
Freeil!Student travel Services is now hiring
campus repa Lowest rates to Jamaica, Mex ico
& Florida. 800-648-4849
Chapel organist needed for the Glavlnova at
the First Cqn&r^atjonal Church,Eustis
Parkway, W^teiyllle,,Su
tbrpUgh May; at p;30 1
^.service.Salary:
. ':.... ;. .
Y$545.9bVfl^^

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA INCOME
sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable opportunity.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6457 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs,CO 80918

MAKE YO UR OWN HOU RS

Sell Kodak Spring Break '99 Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION * LOWEST

PRIDES

N0 CDST TO YOU
Trave l F REE inc luding food, drinks ;
"
& non-stop partieslll
WORLD CUSS VACATIONS
,
1998 STUDENT TRAVEL PLANNERS
"TOP PRODUCER"
;
;.
1-800-222-4432^
y^f
To place a classified,afwith the Echo,
contact the ad manager at 8^2-3786
:.- ¦;; -j . .

Summer job keeps Colb y students
on their toes and

Freshmen summer readi ng
author discuss es turbulent youth
BY MELISSA GERBI
Features Editor

BY MELISSA GERBI
Features Editor

While some Colby students
spent their summers tasking in
the sun or working a high-powered internship, two Colby students were busy rehearsing and
performing musicals and operettas seven days a week. Sean Foley
'99 and Nate Jue '99 worked with
the College Light Opera Company in Falmouth, Mass., from
mid-June to late August. The 30
year-old program is affiliated
with Oberlin College in Ohio,
yet draws performers from a
range of collegiate backgrounds.
Originally formed to produce
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas, it
has expanded its repertoire to include musicals. Over the summer, the company held 54 performances , performed in one
week stocks. Rehearsals took
place during the day for the following week's show while at the
same time performances were
held at night. Remarkably, the actors and actresses only worked on
each show for roughly 40 hours.
"The first few times I thought
there was no way we were going to be read y...by the end,
you're used to it ," said Jue of the
hectic summer schedule. While
Colby somewhat prepared the
two for their experiences, both
Jue and Foley worked with
people who had a lot more experience.
"People come with a lot more
training," said Jue. Like many
other summer experiences, both

Photo Courtesy of Ben Foley

Nate Jue '99 amd Sean Foley '99 spent an unconventional
summer preforming with the College Light Opera Company.
Jue and Foley felt that it "was a
great place to make connections."
College Light Opera Company is listed as one of the top six
summer theaters in the Opera
News , according to Jue. Furthermore, "it is one of the only places
that does one week repertoire,"
Foley said. The institution has
staff from a variety of backgrounds including a producer of
Broadway shows, a professor at
New York University's Tisch
School of Performing Arts and a
Juillard graduate. Jue also said
that it was "exciting to work with
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For the month of September:
20% OFF ALL PLANTS
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1st cut Reg Price
2nd Person 1/2 Price
Paul Mitchell• Systeme Biolage
$5 off chemical services
Tues & Wed 9-6
Thur&Frl 9-8, 8at 9-4
¦ ¦: ¦ Sun , Mon Closed
.:' . .: ¦ ¦. - ¦ui: 87ifc0820 .
Walk-lnt Welcome
64 North St , 1 mile past Thayer
Hospital on the right
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a Large 1-Topping
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Hbur ++
half barrels

for Colby!!

31Water.St:.> Wa^^
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STUDIO
Il Family Salon H
N

students!

We have the Natural
lowest prices ._ .- . ,

For Colby onu:$5.00 minimum

' WdTYLinGW
-1

873-4831'

Free Delivery •Dine In • Pick Up

with your Colby LD.

.,!
r1

215ACollege Ave.Waterville, ME 04901
\A/r\l^^\mw%m^
¦*We deliver kegs and cases*
VVGICOlTiC
*Please have IDs ready*
*We welcome retur
aables*
» ? v^ m .
^
*We're closer than you think* B&CK ^COluV

Open Late Night I

SR^Sl)

349 Main St.
Waterville
(207) 873-2627

Why pay more and hassle with downt own traffic?

people who are going to be professionals." Both Jue and Foley commented on how much they had improved in their performing. "By
doing it so much, you improve all
around," said Foley. Furthermore,
Jue commentedon the "free reign to
create,"which pleased him. The excitement and gratification that the
two gained from their experience
carried them through the long summer of unpaid performing. Foley
summed up the experience by saying, "it was a lot of fun, a good
experience and a great way to spend
the summer/'Q
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Ben Fong-Torros,theauthorof The
RiceRoom, the summer readingbook
fortheClassof2002,hasledaninterestingiife GrowingupasanAsian-Arnericah male in San Francisco, Calif., durmgfhel960s,Fong-T6rrosexperienced
someofmeturbulenceofmetimes.T7ze
RkeRcom
, an autobiographicalwork,
recountsFong-Torros'experiencesbalancinghisChine^ancestrywimAmerican culture in the sixties;
According to Fong-Torros, he is
"extremely honored" to be chosen
as the author for the freshman class.
"I was shocked to have [the book]
brought back to life," he said,referring to his selection.
Fong-Torros was persuaded to
write The Rice Room by one of his
editors.Worried about upsetting his
family, Fong-Torros spoke to his
wife and family members about
writing a book which would inevi-

tably "open up doors, wounds and
secrets/'hesaid.As a journalisthehad
beenused to "pryinginto otherslives,
but to turn the tableson myself and
apply the same standards is not too
pleasant a thought." However, FongTorros "plowed ahead...with slightly
hesitant reasoning," he said.
Ova^hisfamilyvvas'l^
shocte,ndsurprises,"hesa&
whonowci)nsidershiniselftbbe"morea
partctflheCriinesecQ^
considers
hisbookto be"a tributeto thevalues[my
parents]espoused"
Today Fong-Torros is involved
in various projects. He has worked
for a number of magazines, including Rolling Stone, and has also
authored a book imprint, The Hits
J ust Keep on Coming, which covers
the history of Top 40 radio hits.
Fong-Torros is also involved in a
production of a CD called "Stranger
than Fiction," where authors, indudingStevenKing,NorrnanMailer/ Maya
Angelouand Amy Tan, performrock
and roll hitsD
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COOT^Wasts record numbers of COOTers
BY M^ISSA GERBI
Features Editor

Wins low 's hot dogs come to a standstill

-An
d
Scott Doival's hot %og business , is "going.-nov^h^rel
that's the problem. What started as a mobile hot dog stand last .
summer has become a free-standing structure, which means .
Dorval must apply for a restaurantpermit for which he doesn't
meet the minimum qualifications, He said that he built the unit
himself , using an axle from his Plymouth Horizon and scrap
steel and wood.
However, Dorval then added a tent over,the top to protect
his customers from the elements. The tent has slowly evolved
into walls and a roof and the stand suddenly became a restaurant. Unfprttinately/ Winslow codte-enforceriieht officer Frank
Stankevit2 points out, that it is a restaurant without running
water,bathrooms, ora septic system; That poses a big problem
for Dorval,a Waterville native, aslie looks to renewhis expired
* ' *
permit. ;"
"I've got a wife and 5-year-old daughter that I'm trying to
support and make an honest living," said Dorval.
Dorval reportedly plans to put the entire structure, located
on the Crafter 's Gallery lot in Winslow, on wheelsand move it
at least 16 feet every seven days, the state minimum for a
, ;
mobile business,

Tobacco stin g to begin in Maine

Every tobacco retailer in the state of Maine will get at least
one ,visit from an undercover inspector this year, thanks to a
$407,000 federal grant from the PDA. The measure has been
hailed by the State Department of Human Services in Augusta
as an important step~towata$s combating the sale of tobacco
products to Juveniles.
Commissioner Kevin Concarmon called the use of tobacco
by underage consumers "a public health epidemic."
Police officers and student interns will .reportedly make
4,500 undercover attemptsto buy tobacco in each of the 2,800
¦
businesses licensed to sell tobacco.
- , "- *
James McGregor, director ol government,affairs for the
Maine Merchants Association questionsthe legitimacy of such
a program in light of a recent court decision that stated that the
FDA lacked the authority to enforce tobacco laws.
*" " %''
^Compiled by Matt Apuzzo from ^mtrhVMhf n&NewgpUpers
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All but twomembersof thefreshman class of 2002 returned from
their pilgrimages into the Maine
woods last Wednesday. In the 29th
year of COOT2,the orientation trips
have expanded from initial hiking
tripstoinclude everythingfromhiking Mount Katahdin in Baxter State
Park to building houses for Habitat
for Humanity. According to Director of Student Activitiesand Assistant Dean of Students Ben Jorgensen
'92, the highest percentage of new
students participated this year. He
called the trips "uneventfuL.no students got hurt." He also
complimented AssistantDirector of
Student Activities Alex Chin '95,
and COOT2 Coordinator Raj Gupta
'99 ,for their hard work/which paid
off as most COOTers and COOT2
leaders returned from their trips
with overwhelmingly positive sentiments.
AccordingtoJesseDole'99,who
led a canoeing trip on Kezar Lake,
"It was a great time... I have led a
COOT2 before and thiswas the most
fun." The only complaint Dole had
was the lack of bagels.

Pav^s fSffmn Shot

COOTers atop o f M t . Katahdin.

Joe Murray '02, one of Dole's
COOTers, said that he "met a lot of
new people.Not showering for four
days was a good bonding experience." His favorite part of the trip
were Dole's antics, he said.
Pete Vanderweill'99 and Megan
Davis '00also had enjoyable experiences as first time leaders. According to Davis, "It was a really good

Maine 's Premier Computer Headquarters
SALES • SERVICE • SUPPORT- Custom & Brand Name Systems

7:30 a.m.-12 noon
Closed Sun. & Mon.

,
Computer Classes for Businesses and individuals
High Speed T-1Access, Surf the Net, Mufti-Pla yer Gaming & vi deo
Confer encing , Zip Drives from $11&.95, Notebooks & notebook Accessories
'.< „ „, .• v
. Scanning-Faxing - Co^pr Copies
'
^

^r ioid

47 Miain St. Waterville , Me.

Website: www.VirtualD.com i
"
861-558$ • 93 Main "The Center" downtown <Waterville;' •¦< < j .
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time," which Vanderweil echoed,
also adding that "the Jiffy Pop was
really good."
COOT2 seemed to have its desired effect of bonding the freshman class. Sarah Dressier '02 probably spoke onbehalf of mostreturning COOTers: "The showers were
great today. I feel better, though,
because now I know people."Q
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most from your student years -.and

Cdby OneCard: convenience or big brother?

; ; TlieColbyOneCard has amved. Students can use their cards for
Just about everything. The card;is a dorm, key, meal card arid
Vendacard, and will be swiped at wellness lectures. Now students
nave fewer things tokeeptrack of;whichisdefinitelyan advantage.
But the OneCard has its disadvantages aswell,rangingfrom annoying tounnerving. Asit doesnot display a date of birth,the card isnot
trulyvalid identification. The OneCard is also expensive to lose. It
costs $25 to replacethe new OneCard,whileit only cost$5 to replace
the old ColbyID. After 11p.m. the card can only be used to get into
one'sown dorm.Although the dorms have alwaysbeen locked after
this time, the automated system is representative of the increased
security. The new systemmeans not only increased security butnew
and disturbing surveillance. If a door is propped open formore than
15secondsand the motion sensors on the door are not activated,the
dorm will be charged. The fine is $100 for dorms with over 50
residents, and $50 for the smaller dorms. Everytime a student uses
his Or her card to enter a dorm,the student's name,location and time
of day appears on the highly visible computer in the security office.
With new uses planned for the OneCard to be added second semester,what else willColbybe able to observe of its students? Is the door
propping fine the only rule made easier to enforce by the new
system, or merely an example of what will be a more,tightly run
campus?The OneCard is a new system and will obviously take some
getting used to, but students should make sure the changes around
campus are a fair exchange for convenience.

ITSA-OK!

Iri previousyears,re-installing yourcomputer in your new dorm
was a daunting task to say the least. Deciphering your Ethernet and
IP addresses was the source of plenty of headaches here on Mayflower Hill and the choice between MacTCP and Open Transport
was often one choice too many for the technology illiterate student.
In previous years,Information Technology Services wouldn't even
talk toyouif you didn'tuse a Macintosh,so those students with IBM
compatibles were all alone.
Thisyear,both Macs and IBMs are acceptable and serviceable by
ITS. What's even better is that they are willing to help you set it up,
install appropriate software and answer any questions.
Information Technology Services has been pushing "Connection '98" this week and the results have been spectacular. The
objective of the program is to help all students get their computers
up and running on the campus network, complete withMS-Off ice
98; e-mail programs and web browsers by the first day of classes.
~ Vou may have seen the ITS workers, clad in-new "Get Connected" Polo shirts set up in front of your dorms,or evenwandering
your hallways offering their support.
There are currently 23 students on the job to work with the rest
of the ITS staff and technicians hired from an outside vendor.
Feedback from students has been extremely positive, and we can
only hope that this year's ITS staff has set a precedent for future
staffs to follow.

Pleo/e /ubrnil your letter/ ond com me At/ lo:

echo@colb y .edu
echo@colb
y.edu
echo @coIby.edu
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THECOLP YECHOis a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby College
on Thursday of each week the College is in session,
THE ECHO encourages letters from its renders,especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertajri to n current issue or
topic at Colby. Letters arc due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week.
Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone number. If
possible, please also submit letters on a 3.5inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word format;
You jnay also submit letters via q-mail to ",echo(S>colby,edu ".
THE ECHO reserves the right:' td» edit all submissions.
The Editorials, above, are the official opinion of the paper. Opiniona expressed in
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not the ECHO ,
THE ECHO wtyl make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will npl be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For Information on publication dates, or to contact us about submitting an article,
¦
please cajl (207) 872T3349 (x3349 on campiis).
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A lette r fro m the SGA President
What is this? A letter from the
SGA President? That's right... and
get used to it. You'll find it right
here every week, written by another member of the SGA ExecutiveBoard or myself.We'll be keepr
ing in touch with you all year;We'll
tell you whaf s happened,happening and going to happen at Colby.
We'll discuss campus issues. If you
let us know, we'll even address a
topic of your choice. It will always
beinformative and useful. Bestyet,
you'll never know what your gonna
get. It's completely unpredictable.
This week,you're reading from the
President's perspective/Who will
it be next week? Maybe me again.
Maybe the vice president. Maybe
the cultural chair. Maybe the parliamentarian. This is for you!If sall
part of our effort to increase communication between you and your
Student Government Association.
Why should you be informed?
Without your support, the SGA
lacks weight and influence. As
your representative body, we
need you behind us. Take/ for
example, the NCAA issue, when
we risked losing the possibility of
NCAA competition for Colby ath-

letes and sports teams. With the social and cultural events on camsupport of the student body, the pus. This is a great opportunity to
SGA made sure that the administra- get involved in the SGA and to be in
tion heard all viewsbefore voting..In a position to affect your social life
short,themoreyou stay informedand thisyear.For more information ,call
suppoitus,themorewecandoforyou. usintheSGAoffice (x3342) or speak
Who are we? If you don't know to your hall president.
In what state is this college? I'm
us,you should.We are everywhere.
We may be living next door to you. not telling... untilMonday evening.
We may sit behind you in class. We Find out at the annual State of the
may even be your roommate. Ben College Address when President
Langille,president; Brad Sicchitano, Cotter and I address everything
vice president;Raj Gupta,treasurer; you've been waiting to hear. This is
Jesse Dole, social chair; Walter your chance to ask us questions and
Wang, cultural chair; Kara hear them answered in a public foFalkenstein, parliamentarian; rum.
In closing, I'd like to welSharon Capobianchi, secretary;
Doug Holt, publicity chair. Phil come back all returning stuWilson and Geoff Starr, Lovejoy dents and welcome for the first
Commons;Angela Pappas and Rob time all first-years and transfers
Henzi, Marylow Commons; Joe Without a doubt, great things are
Kingsbury and Matthew Todesca, happening up here on Mayflower
ChaplinCommons;MikeWood and Hill. The campus looks beautiful,
Amanda Caructi,JohnsonCommons. we're surrounded by friends and
How can you get involved in the you can smell the excitement of a
SGA? On September 22 we'll be new school year in the air. Get
holding elections for the Student excited and please let me know if
Programming Board (SPB), the so- there's anything the SGA can do
cial/cultural branch of the SGA. to improve your time at Colby.
Each residence hall will have one
representativeontheSPB. This body
Ben Langille '99
meets twice a month to organize
SGA President

Random thou ghts fro m a Colb y senior
BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

I'd like to start the year off here
at the Echo by pointing out that we
could use some Opinions writers
down here. As you may have noticed, the Opinions section much
resembles Kate Moss this week. So
if you're a person who's sick of
whining impotently and is ready to
get out there and make a difference... we'd like to have you write
for us anyway.
I know it's early in the year and
everyone'snot angry yet,but there's
still plenty to opiniona te about. And
if you have any sort of opinion about
anything, you can help out. So stop
muttering to yourself at dinner in
the dining hall. Get those feelings
out in the Echo,' it's therapeutic.
You'll undoubtedly explore n ew
avenues of possibility in your intel-

a portion of here.
(President Cotter):"Hello, Class
of 2002. Welcome to Colby College:
Unfortunately, none of you will actually graduate in 2002 because all
your credits will be erased at midnight , January 1, 2000. Also
Nostradamus predicted the world
will end sometime well before your
graduation. But let's not dwell on
the negative. Let's talk about you,
our leaders of the future (assuming
there is one) .
"You are the smartest people

Unfortunatel y, none of

you will actuall y

graduate in 2002

because all your

credits Will be erased
at midni ght, January

lectual and emotional development.
MQ00
Hey, it's worked forme.If it weren't
for the Echo, I might have never
discovered that I am a nudist Oh,
arid by the way, if anyone needs a ever admitted to Colby. Your averrooirtlhaveafive-personsuiteall to age GPA in high school was 4.29;
myself. My roommates all inexpli- Your SATs averaged just under
cably requested singles
after I ex* 1600. Ninety percent of you were
to
au
plained m^ need live natural . youjr class valedictorians. Half of
So; by how most of the Class you were your class presidents. A
of 2002 should be back from the quarter of you were the presidents
woods. You will have congre- of small countries. Several of you
gated In thechapeland heard about have already won Nobel Prizes. One
yourselves. You will have thought, of you is a state champion alligator
"How the hell did I get in here?" At wrestler, Ten of you are telepathic.^
least, I did , And every year, the [A short silence, followed by scatbar gets raised, Needless to say, tered applause],
this year's freshpersons are the ; "You are from every state iiv tlve
smartest ever. I learned tliis;!Y Wnioi >.J;yc^-;;ai«:'finbiiif i;^33;. rfiiEpBifiEai^
through attending tlie ieremony* Countries.One of you was raised brt
the transcriptof wliichlwillreprint a colony ori the moon. Two of you

have not even been born yet. That's
right, we've tentatively admitted
two men to our Class of 2010, who
as we speak are being cloned from
one of Albert Einstein's toenails.
And that cloningisbeing done right
here on campus by a student in the
Class of 2002..."
At this point I began to feel woefully inadequate, so I left. I wanted
to go drown my sorrows at the pub,
but then I realized that I belong to
that select group of seniors who are
not yet of legal age to drink:
So,as I watched a group of classmates heading towards the pub, I
grew angry. What makes them any
different from me? An arbitrary
number. That sounds like age discrimination to me. Is that what this
school stands for? I decided to protest by not going to the pub until I
turn 21. And besides, the bouncer
laughed at my fakle.
"Sorry, we only accept Maine
state IDs," he said, "Even if a Connecticut license did actually have
Spanish on the back, I'd have to
refuse you/' •
I know this isn't really Colby's
fault, but the fault Of all the 18year-olds in the 70' s who
wreaked havoc when the drinking age was changed. They
spoiled it for all the responsible
people like myself. But I digress.
Just to reiterate, and to make this

column a little; longer, I welcome
anyone of any age to write for the
Opinions section. No discrimiriafiprt here, We at tlie Echo refuse to
discriminate based on silly things
iil$e ' agej race; gender or talent; So
give us a call, or else come see me in
person.I'll be the sullen-looking kid
standing outside the pub.Q

1998: The year of tem p housin g, mad seniors and luxur y rooms for hal! staff
tidn^f|Oirr^%
since deteriorated our sense of community.
The Class of 2002 arid the Class
of 1999 are getting the short end of
the stick in more ways than one and
few people are taking notice.
Once upon a time, it was extremely important to have 25 percent of each class represented in
every dorm on campus. Not justthe
ones that nobody else wanted.Not
just the ones that have yet to be
renovated. Every dorm. No exceptions.
Thanks to "Dana retention"and
the AMS housing policy, however,
this year's freshman class is kept
out of the two largest dorms on
campus,not to mention the two nicest dorms on campus.

BY MATT APUZZO
News Editor

There have been quite a few
changes to the campus community
in the pastyear and it has made a lot
of people very happy. With the addition of the Anthony,Mitchell,and
Schupf dormitories last fall,the renovation of Dana Hall opening this
academic year, the new apartment
complex, and the Foss/Woodman
renovations scheduled to be complete in the fall of 1999, one would
think that our student body must be
one of the happiest around.
Perhaps on the surface. But
Colby seems to have lost sight of
some very important things lately.
Things that were once the founda-

be some who
.:,V Now^ there will
wiU argue that Dana retention has
been around foreverandit shouldn't
change now. The logic behind that
eludes me.Of coursethere wasDana
retention when people couldn't' run
fast enough from their rooms come
room draw. We're sincerely sorry
you had construction outside your
dorm, but what kind of precedent
are we setting here?
Next year, Woodman and Foss
will be open after completion of
renovations on the same schedule
followed by Dana. Undoubtedly,
residents will cry for dorm retention there. So we'll see no freshman
in that dorm next year either. You
can see where we're heading with
this policy. Every new dorm that
gets built will fall prey to this kind

of thinking and the freshmen will be
doomed to live in less-than-desirable housing. I was under the impression when I came to Colby that
thisis exactly what we were trying to
prevent.
Now to the seniors,who I believe
havemade outthe worstinthiswhole
rotten mess. The Class of 1998 had
AMS. TheClass of 2000 will have the
senior apartments. These guys got
nothing but the shaft. Dana retention and the absurd "HRs bring a
friend" policies have left the senior
class out in the cold.
When Dana HRs scored doubles
allto themselves,the administration
didn't move them into singles. Instead, they just let them stay. A little
public service announcement to the
seniors in Woodman thisyear:How

would you like to be living in a nice
double in Dana arid havethe HRs in
the singles that theybelongin?Now
take into considerationtherfriejndthey
may have brought "dong for the ride
and some more doors are open for
seniors or incoming freshmen.
Let's talk about how the SGA
president and vice-president both
have quads in AMS. Thaf s eight
seniors right off the quota before
room draw even started.
Hopefully, we can learn from
this unfortunate situation and prevent it from happening in the future. Next year, just say "no" to
dorm retention in any form. The
quicker we get back to the quotas
that were in place in the past, the
better students will feel about

Colby.a

Students on the Street : Wh at advice do you hav e for the
Class of 2002?
"Hang tough!"
- Kareena Bullock '99
& Katie Lawerence '99

"Stay away from Piper Basement."
- Brian Hanseth '00
& Mark Edgar '00
"Don't put your keys in
the trees."
- Abby Manoch '99
/

"Don't drink the punch."
- Ian Musselman '99
Echo photos by Mela nie Guryansky
~~
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...so thr ow off your floa ties , pack up your
speedos and com e to the ECHO
information meetin g. No prior experience
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Pe rfarmiri g arts p lans .excitin g fal l season

Fall museum exhibits
celebrate America's diversity
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BY BRADLEY S. REICHEK
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BY BRADLEY S. REICHEK
A&EEditor

In the fall of 1996, the Colby Museum of Art opened the Paul
J . Schupf Wing, housing the College's collection of Alex Katz
paintings. This year, the College has reaffirmed its long-standing
commitment to the visual art s by breaking ground on a new wing
which, when opened in the summer of 1999, will house the
College's 18th and 19th century American ait. In addition , the
museum will close this December in order to renovate the main
wing.
As if in celebration of these aesthetic changes, the museum's
fall exhibitions highlight the diversity of American art in this
century.
The museum presents the exhibit J ohnMarin in Maine throug h
September 27.The College alread y possesses a substantial collection of Marin 's work including 15 watercolors , four oils,, four
drawi ngs and two etchings. However , the current exhibition is
comprised of 33 oils and watercolors painted between 1914 and
1953 during the arti st's summer in Maine. Colby's collection, in
turn, has been loaned to tile Newport Art Muse umin R.L, for its
major summer exhibition. Marin is well known as one of the
country's first modernist paintings.
. Running through October 11 is an exhibition featurin g contemporary New York-based artist Tobi Kahn in Tobi Kahn:Metamorphoses.Kahn isknown, accordingto the museum'sbulletinon
the exhibit, "for breaking images of landsca pes, people architecture in their elemental parts/" Amongthe paintings are several
examples of what Khan refers to as "sculptu ral shrines. " Of his
work Che artist writ es, "In my pain tings and sculpture I am trying
to distill the complexbeauty of the world into its elemental forms
while evoking at the same time the mystery between such simplicity." On Thursday, September 17, Tohi Kahn will give a gallery
talk about his work.
The third exhibitionruns through- November 1and is a celebration of the 100th birth day of American photographer Bernice
Abbot Abbot began work as a lab assistant to the famous surrealist artist Man -Ray in the 1920s. The exhibition is comprised of 16
photographs including portraiture from her time in Paris, her
"chang ing New York" project , which documents Depression-era
New York City and her work in Maine, taken until her death in
1991.
Beginning September 16 and continuing until October 17, the
museum will present the traveling exhibition A Walk Through the
Paper Forest: The Latino Prints and DrawingsProm El Museo del
Barrio, which will feature works on paper from art workshop s in
Mexico, Puerto Rico and New York City. The work is somewhat
unconventional , consisting of many prints and posters that would
be posted in neighborhoods. According to the museum bulletin ,
the exhibit explores the phenomena of identity, social conscience
and Latino artistic traditions that enrich the cultural life of this
country. " Artists featured are natives of eight Central and South
American countries and the United States.
The final exhibit before the museum closes for renovations on
December 14will be the Fall Faculty Exhibition which will feature
paintings , prints , drawings and sculpture by the Colby studio art
faculty. This exhibition is a fabulou s opportunity for students to
see what the faculty have done and are currentl y working on. '
Metamorphosis seems to be the characteristic of the museum 's
fall events. As renovation and new construction progresses , the
museum continues to celebrate within its walls the diversity,
energy and richness of American art of this century. For more
information please contact Alice Fitzgerald at 207-872-3228. Museum hours are Monday-Saturday, 10a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Sunday
2p.m. to 4:30p.m. Admission is free to all events and exhibitions. Q

Conserve water:
j
! turn off the faucet!

A&EEditor
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Wandering the halls of Runnals
Union this fall, one cannot avoid the
exdtement in the air. After a highly
successful, energetic, ambitious and
provocative season last year for both
thePerforming Aits Department and
Powder & Wig, faculty and students
alike are busy planning the 1998-99
season, which boasts unprecedented
varietyand unmistakablevitality.
This year, the Performing Arts
Department isundergoing changes.
Accordingto Performing Arts Chair
Jim Thurston, the department is
seeking ways of making theater
more accessible to both the Colby
and Waterville community. More
Colby-produced shows in Waterville theaters are expected, as well
as increased attention to children's
theater. Continuing this theme of
vitality is the addition of visiting
professor Mark Cosdon '89, who
will be taking Associate Professor
of Performing Arts JoylynnWing's
placeduring her sabbatical thisyear.
Cosdon, who is currently completing his Ph.D. in Theater History
at Tufts University, brings a fresh
and different perspective to the PA
faculty. This semester Cosdon will
be directing Allison's House, by Susan Glaspell, which concerns itself
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which takes the audience back and
forth between the two time-periods, exploring the nature of time,
order and the clash between reason
and sex.
Though many consider the period between Thanksgiving break
and exams a winding-down period,
no such theory will be folowed in
Colby's performing arts calendar.
Adjunct Professor of Performing
Arts Dick Sewell will present
Aesychlus' Oresteia December 3-5
in Strider theater. Sewell will be
using a compelling adaptation
whichcombines the three plays into
one with three acts. The play, accordingtoThurston,is "intrinsically
about the human condition," exploring the nature of revenge and
justice, horror and healing.
The same weekend in the Pugh
Center, Ruth Brancaccio will direct
CarribeanNights which is based on
poems, letters, and stories ;
Overall> the first semester of the
1998-99 season is rightfully characterized as vital and diverse, giving
audience members different approaches both for considering theater and the human condition. We
can expect even more variety and
vitality in the spring semester.
Ticketsare available for all shows
by calling Perf orming Arts at x3358,
and can be purchased in the box
office the week of any stiowO
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11 Large Cheese Pizza I

Al Corey Music Center
"Everything in Music "
fc toitm. Keyboard! ,Fran Instruments , Sheet
1.EjMMusis, TdeyisloHS, Stereo Systems...

with the ethical issues surrounding
the publishing of poet Emily
Dickinson'spreviously drawer-kept
poetry. Allison's House is the first of
the faculty productions, playing
November 5-7 in Strider Theater.
The first production of the year
will be a Powder & Wig production,
30 Neo-Futurist Plays from Too Much
Light Makes the Baby Go Blind, directed by Laura Houston '99. According to Houston, the
production's cast will rehearse 30
plays and each night the audience
will pick which ones they would
like to see. The production will go
up in the Cellar Theater Homecoming weekend, October 8-10. This
exciting piece demonstrates wonderfully the variety of work to be
produced this year.
November could easily be called
the month of theater as every weekend hosts a different show. Back
from a year's hiatus,the ever-popular Shenendoah Shakespeare Express will return November 13and
14to present Richard Iffand Measure
for Measure.
Following the Shakespeare Express on November 19-21in the Cellar,Powder & Wig will present Tom
Stoppard's Arcadia, co-directed by
Dennis D'Angelo '99 and Bradley S.
Reichek '00. Arcadia is set in an
English manor in 1806 and the
present day and is a comedic romp,
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B ilMs Holida y Scre en Kiss s parkl es
models. The movie traces their
growing friendship and the sexual
tension between them. There are
some definite twists and turns in
therelationship^butCHaveravoids
falling into the predictability pratfalls that so many writers x)f love
stories get caught in.
The p lot of this movie does not
attempt to makeany politically correct
statements or try to changethe world.
If s job is to entertain. Yet, it is not just
fluff.Through the simple love story,it
teachesmatfallingin loveis universal,
alongwiththepain,agonyand joythat
go with it It doesn't matter what sex
youare or whatyour sexuality is.
Billy's also delves into the worldof
friendships, mainly focusing on the
bondsberweenBillyandhisroommate
George (short for Georgeana)and between Billy and his mentor/patron
Perry.Thesearetheconsistentandsup portive relationships in Billy's life and
O'Haver paysa fair amount of attention.to them. He makes it a movienot
justaboutBilly lustingafterGabrielbut
actually about Billy.
The filming of this movie is
amazing. The cinematography really matches the individual scenes.
And, although complementing
them, it never overwhelms them or
takes the focus away from the actors. Some shots are long and intense, inciting emotions that no
words from an actor could make
you feel. Take the "love scene" for
example, which alone makes the

BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

In a time where filmmakers obsess over recreating the classics of
yesteryear, like this summer's The
p arent Trap and the upcoming
Psycho, if s nice to see an original
niovie pay homage to the great films
of the Golden Ag e of Holl ywood.
Thaf s exactly what writer/director Tommy O'Haver managed
to do with his romantic comedy
Billy'sHollywood ScreenKiss. "Billy s
is a love story — taking the prototype of a 50s woman's melodrama
and applying it to a gay man in the
90s," said O'Haver.
This may seem a littlefar-fetched
or too idealistic, but it works. And
in the end, O'Haver has a film he
should be very proud of, a film that
erases the misbelief that sexual orientation has anything to do with
falling in love at all.
Billy is a struggling photographer who has a penchant for taking
candid shots with a Polaroid camera. And he's gay. He develops an
idea thathashimreenactingfamous
kisses from Hollywoodclassicmovies (only with gay men and drag
qu eens), one of the most famous
being the beach scene out of From
Here to Eternity. Gabriel is a straight
bass player who moonlights as a
waiter in a coffee shop, and the man
Billy thinks is perfect to be one.of his

K
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Opening on September 20
Adjacent to RR ¦
Cinema
872-9500 4-10 pm daily
Featuring internationa l

cuisine

Desser
ts & Espresso
Photo courtesy of Trimark Pictures
Billy (Sean P. Hayes)f in d sthe perfect model subject (Brad Rowe).
film worth seeing. It is so painfull y innocence of what was once ours.
realistic it will have you squirming And although no film will ever rein your seat. It doesn't matter who ally be able to do that, you have to
you are; everyone has been in that give credit for the attempt. This film
bed. The dream sequences, while worked out a lot better than most of
offering comic relief,work to let the them do.
Billy 's Hollywood Screen Kiss is a
audience into Billy 's head. They
imitate classic movies and actors, romantic comedy wellworth seeing.
withoutmpckmgthem.No Deborah And yes,Billy doesget his big screen
Kerr or Burt Lancaster fan will leave kiss,but you'll have to see themovie
this movie offended. One of the to find out how and with whom.
greatest things about this film is the
Billy 'sHollywoodS creenKissp lays
reverence it pays to the classics that from Friday, September 11th to
made cinema what it istoday.Billy 's Thursday, September 17th at Railtries to recapture the romance and road Square Cinema.d

LaBute film depicts failure of
human re lati onshi ps ^«
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Brenneman) and Barry (AarOn
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Eckhart), and Terri (Catherine
Staff Writer
Keener) and Jerry (Ben Stiller).Their
failed relationships, and the afterIn his first movie since the soul- math, explore the inability to comsquelching In the Company of Men, municate and f ulf ill evenbas icneeds
director Neil LaBute returns to the and desires not only because of a
screen in the debut of Your Friends narcissism that leavesthem insensiand Neighbors .The movie,al though tive to the ones they "love," but also
bleak in tone, demonstrates more because of their own insecurities
maturity in scriptwritingand direc- and uncertainties. LaBute demontion than his previous work. It is not strates that relationships fail due to
as coldly rendered nor as purely internal incompatibilities as well as
nas ty, but it has more to say about two people 's inability to feel comhuman relat ionships and del ivers a patiblewith another. His characters
more constructive film. In Your all suff er f roma sense of a loath ing
Frie nds and Neighbors, LaBute has a or uncertain self-identity. Cary (Jawide and well developed cast of son Patric), the only one who, at
chara cters that portray the trul y evil least in his own mind, remains unand poorl y misled. Though muted troubled by questions of self, does
in its social commentaryand obvi- so only by directing his energy into
ous in spots, Your Friends and Neigh- projects which destroy the selfbors is a sophisticated film.
worth of others ,namely,the women
The movie follows the lives of he dates and seduces.
two couples ,Mary (played by a conIn creating a world as bleak as it
vi ncing ly
tortured
Amy is stilted, LaBute falls into some of
1 'M
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the same problems which lead me
to d islikeIn the Companyof Men. His
characters are still f airl y one-dimensional , and f or muchof the movie I
was disinterested in their lives and
how they spent each day trying to
save or ruin each other. The characters also speak in a more genuine
style,with only a few vicious exceptions. This muted dialogue gives a
greater, realism to the film. However, it also reduces the message to
a social at tack, and I can't help but
f eel that LaBute is delivering a moral
message that is as self-righteous as
it is obvious.

LaBute has created another
bleak world f or us , a world devoid of any hope of salvation.
He 's done this bef ore , and while
he does it better here , he still
fa ils to create a film as emotionally powerful as itis sociallyaware.
As a result , Your Friends and Neighbors is a f ilm which is as cold and
distant as its characters!}
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We now have the largest selection of domestic and
import beers in Central Maine
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41 Temple Street
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MEN'SX-COUNTRY

Nick Gaubinger '02, Chris Gogbill Ghrist opher Kuhlman '02, as strong
contributors to the team.
However , Wescott not es the overall strength of the league this
year. The 1997 NESCAC champ , Williams , returns a full squad , as
does Amhers t, While perennial rivals Bates and Bowdoiii onl y lost a
few runners to graduation.
Althou gh Wescott doesn't foresee a leap into the top three this
year , he is "excited ab out the athletes and the team. " • . .
Everhart is also optimis tic.
"Thin gs have fallen off" over the last three or four years , he said,
but "this fall we're looking to put it all together. "
The men cross the border for their first meet at the University of
New Brunswick in Canada on September 19. Colby's first home meet
is on September 26th against Middlebury and Bowdoin. Q
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On the hill

September 11-September 17th,
Railroad Square Cinema

First Day of LOUDNESS
featuring Rustic Overtones
Sept. 12

Port Djema,
¦ Nightly ® 7
p.***.,
Sat/Sun also® 3:10 p.m.

Fall Faculty Recital
3 p.m. Sept. 13
Lorimer Chapel
A
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On the screen

Billy's Hollywood Screen Kiss,
Nightly©5:15 p.m. and 7:10 p.m.,
Sat/Sun also ® 1:20 p.m*

Spotlig ht Lecture: Edward
James Olmps
Y 7:30pm Sept. 13
Page Commons Room

Smoke Signals,
Nightly @ 5:05 p.m. and 8:05 p.m. .
Sat/Sun also @ 1:20 p.m.

State of the College Address
7 p.m. Sept. 14
Page Commons Room
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Your Friends and Neighbors ,
Nightly @ 9:05, also
Sat/Sun 3:15 p.m.
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Women 's volley ball p r ep a res for '98
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BY BECKY SCHECHTER
Asst. Sports Editor
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Despite winning the State of
Maine Championship last season,
the women's volleyball team feels
there is still room for improvement,
especially concerning their 18-18
record.
Inconsistency was one of the
team's main problems during the
1997 season.
"We were really younglast year,"
said head coachCandiceParent. "We
either played wellor hot so well"
Parenthopestheveteranteam,oomposed of ten returning players, will
play moreconsistently.Parentconsidersthisyear'ssquad tobe "quickerand
defensively stronger" than last fall's
team.These strengthsshould help the
Mules win morematches.
Co-captain Ranch Martin '99 also
feels veryethusiastic about theteam.
"Iam soexcited aboutthisseason,"
shesaid, "there arelotsof strongplayers comingback"
TheMuleswill have to copewith
the loss of Jackie Bates '98. As the
team's primary passer at outside
hitter, Bates passed an astonishing
two-thirds of the serves last season;
However, Parent said Bates'depar-
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* commitment, organization md perhaps most importantly/leader- f sWp^Ttiafes what the 1998-99 men's and women's crew teams will
:,\
rely on.
"^ * /•
HeadcoachMarkDaviswill guidethe 45veteransand longrosterof
¦
;
first-yeaisasmeyattemptto surpass^
goalshehas setfor thisyear's crewareby no mea^ minimal.
live
Last spring, the men's team finished the season as the second
: best Division JH;^^^
to
up to. .
But Davis said that last year's success will motivate the athletes
' • . . '- ' ' • 'y
rather than intimidate them.
\y \ Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky
•;,y , "This year we're looking to be the best team in the nation and
The women's volleyball team is gearing up for the season.
'atta^c'fli^la^elvy^ea^
\_
ture could be a blessing in dis- will probably not fall on one player.
l Goals for AeWomen's team are also high. At the end of the 1998
In " spite of the team's depth, Parent
guise.
season,the women wereranked tenth in the New England Confer. "The team will be more bal- expects the freshmen , namely outside
ence. Thisyear'saim is to break into the top four nationally ranked
anced,"she said. "Everyonelooked hitterAmandaCuiffo 'Q2,tohaveama- . teams. Davis has confidence in the 28women who will set out to
to Jackie to pass. Now everyone jorimpact
' '\
> accomplishjustthat.
,; y ' ' . ,' -; % - \.r ' ' :
Co-captains Martin and Missy
has to take on responsibility."
- Leadershipon a team withsomany athletes also comes from the
Parent explained that the 1998 Fiebelkorn '00 will lead this year's
captains.y Sandra DuBarry '99 will lead the women while Guy
squad is "the deepest team we've team. Martin is looking for the
Hughes 99wiUorgaiu^ethemen.Hughessaidmodvatmgtheteam
had. There will probably be no set Mules "to defend the Maine State
in the fall will be the key to earningmedals in the spring.
lineup all season," she said. "I be- title, move up in the NESCAC
, When 5a.m. practices mean lifting heavy hulls and braving the
lieve this will make us more com- rankings,maybe go to the ECACs."
cool river water,Hughessaid "Everyoneelsehas torealizethere are
petitive in the long run."
The women's first match is at the
eight other people who can't do anything withoutyou."
, This also means that the bur- U.S.CoastGuard Academy invitational
-' ' 't '> v
And they do.
A~ -\' f " F„ ' "V V/ '- :' ' :\ \
den of filling the void left by Bates on September11-12 ?
"People who are late to everythingelseare on timefor practice,"
;
,.' ¦
' ' % V y- ' / ; A >he said with a laugh.
"' -\, '"'"• '' \
;: ; is
* Davisand Hu^iesboth stressed that the fall season about fun.
"IThe fall] is fusta time to have fun, improve and Just get ttie
team last season was young, and people were kind
miles in before the spring," said Hughes.
BY BECKY SCHECHTER
of thrown into their spots."
At practice, Davis willfocus on improvingtechnique and conAsst. Sports Editor
Everhart finished 16th at last year's NESCACs
ditioning. The teamswill also compete in a few head races,includ'
and ninth at the Maine State Meet. As Colby's
ing the Head of the Charles on October 17.
\ :- </ '' "\f \
With many top runners returning and a ripe number one runner, Everhart returns to guide the
Hughes believes that Williams College, which won ttie club
crop of incoming freshmen sprouting up, the 1998 White Mules to an improved team record.
division last year and beat Colby iii the spring by less than one .
men'svcrossscountry team looksito improve^upon ¦¦•-*- ^This season-the- outloOkyis>great>%he said.
V' >- ' ;aa:/
^s^^^ail^eieii ^
in the
fall produ<|4la nationally
"Our returning runners put in strong summers."
last year's mediocre season.
The
Brendan Gavin 'M;who consistently competed
In 199.7 the historically strong team, which has
ranked ^
Colby team last yeaiv and the Mule!rowers hope that' ;
^
placed mthe topfive in the NESCAC and the New as the third or fourth runner last fall , will join
philosophy wiU work for the 1998-99 Mule erew.Q
England Division III Championships for the last 15 Everhart, Tom Levings '01 and Chris Frazar '99.
years, placed seventh and twelfth at those meets. Coach Wescott believes both Levings and Frazar
"Last season was an average year for us. We have the potential to break into the top seven. They
had lost key people," said head coach Jim Wescott. will be joined by John Singleton '01, a standout
"But we had a wonderful group of kids and a great runner at Pomona College last season.
Wescott also eyes the freshmen, most notably
time. It's something to build on."
Captain Wilson Everhart '99 explained that "the See MEN 'S X-COUNTRY on page 10

Optimistic male runners look to stride ahead
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• Ace Tire is family owne<J and has been doing business in Waterville
for oyer 40 years
• We employ "A.S.E." certified technicians
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Seniors return to lead women 's soccer
BY BECKY POLLARD
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Field hocke y hopes to stick
it to the com petition

Sports Editor

Last year's season was a landmark
one for the While Mule women's soccer program. The team not onl y
earned its first-ever appearance in the
NCAA Division III Tournament, but
they went all the way to the Sweet
16 with wins over Bates and Pl ymouth State.
This year, the White Mules are the
team to beat.
Does that pressure scare the Lad y
Mules? Not a chance. Despite the loss
of Jenna DeSimone '98, the team has
every other starter back from last year 's
team.
Still, head coach Jen Holsten '90,
doesn't expect a clone of last year 's
team.
"I think that we don't need to be the
same team as last year/' said Holsten,
now in her fifth yea r. "With six seniors
leading the team, they'll define where
we want to go."
Holsten continued, "This senior class
is the biggest class of seniors we've had
for five years; they're very talented."
And they're ready.
Captain Heather Garni '99 will
start in goal for the fourth consecutive
year, a rarity in any sport. She's alread y broken several Colby records,
including a career 20 shutout performances.
Captain Kim Waldron '99 is sure to
be a force again as well. As a two time
first team All New England midfielder,
Waldron scored the last five regular season goals in 1997 to catapult the Mules

^^K^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

BYBECKY POLXARD
Sports Editor

Echo photo by Melanie Gunjanskxj
(
Kim Waldron 99 practices during preseason.
into the NCAA Tournament.
"Kim is also on pace to break the alltime scoring records at Colby," said
Holsten.
Onl y 12 points off the mark ,
Waldron's offense will combine with
captain Caitlin Skulley '99 to lead the
troops. Sara Lovitz '01 will step into
DeSimone's sweeper slot. Backs
Kristina Stahl '99, Krissy Swanson '00
and Katie Rowen '01 will anchor the
defense.
Playingin the toughest conference in
the nation won't make things easier.

Last year, the NESCAC sent five
teams to the NCAAs and three to the
ECAC Tournament, more than any
other conference in the country. That
means no games are rollovers, especially
when you're on top.
Still, one thing is for certain. The
Middlebury game at Loebs Field on October 17 will be an all-out battle. It could
serve as the fifth overtime. Or, it could
be two new-look teams who show up
to have it out.
The first home game is slated for
September 12 at Amherst.Q

Sweat, sun and vying for a spot Thaf s what preseason
collegiate sports areabout
And with 32women splinting and dribbling for 18to
20 spots,this year's field hockeyteam is no exception.
As of the Echo deadline, first year athletes had not yet
returned from COOT; thus assumptions about the team
were difficult for the coach and captains to make.
"Its hard to tell at this point" said head coach Heidi
Godomsky of the team's outlook. "But several of [the first
years]will be taking some strategic roles for us."
Still, while Godomsky awaits their arrival, the veterans
are gearing up.
TheLady White Mules look to improveonlastyear's3-11
seasonwith returning offensive stand-outs,includingforward
Robynne DeCaprio '00 and midfielder JaimeCassidy '00.
The women, who are this year's captains, were the second and third leading goal scorers lastyean Thisyeaj>they're
back for more.
After two days of testing and two days of double sessions,DeCaprio was optimistic about the returning talent
'Things are looking really good,"she said. "We've had
some major breakthroughs in the last two days. We're really strong in the midfield and we're buildingour defense.''
defemivelmewmbemecl^enge^
Maintainmgastrong
DeCaprio thinks,after losing star sweeperKatieTaylor '98.
Godomsky will also look to forward Melanie EstreOa
'00,midfielderJessieDavis '00and defender Kate Gardiner
'00 to staple the otherwise young team.
Jane Stevens '00will likely returnto her second yearin
goal.With a year's defensive duties behind her, Godomsky
thinks Stevens is 'lookinggreat"
Middlebury,Williams,Trinityand Amherst will be the
strongest challengesto the Mules'prowess,Godomsky predicts. But at this point, the team is focusing on themselves.
The Lady White Mules open up against the Amherst
Lord Jeffs in Amherst, Mass., on September 12. ?

Time is now for White Mule football
279 yards as a spot starter
options, as t he of fense
and backu p to Nathan Brastrives to reduce the 14
News Editor
dley '99 last season. Bradturnovers it committed in
has
split
practice
time
ley
1997.
No member of last year's Colby at safety and quarterback,
"It's going to be balfootball team has forgotten the feel- but will likely see the most
anced,"said Smith. "We'll
ing of ending last yea r's season, af- game time on defense.
try to establish the run and
ter a final loss to the Bowdoin Polar
For the first time since
balance it out with the
Bears, with an 0-8 record . This loss shoulder surgery in 1996,
pass."
signified rock bottom for a program Smith feels read y.
Last sea son's defense
that in past years had one of the
"We had a bad taste in our
kept t he Mules in t he close
richest traditions in the NESCAC
mouthsafterlastyear,"said the
games. James Scribner '99
A fter losing on ly three senior 6'2" right-hander. "But now
an d Aaron Wh itmore '99
s tarters t o gra d ua ti on , the expecta- we want to prove to everyone
combined for 199 tackles
t ions are h igh for t h is year's squad. what we know we can do."
and 10 sacks. Both cap"This team is older than last
Runn i ng b a ck Don
tains, these t wo look to
year 's team,bu t tha t means we need Gage '99 looks to be back in
rack up even bigger numto see more responsibility, more form after being plagued
bers this fall.
prepara ti on an d more pro duct ion by an ankle in j ury throug hA bigger Ryan Aldrich
from all of our players/' said head out the 1997 campaign.
(
'99 21 tackles,3sacks) will
_ ., _, _
,
,
„ tcna pnoto by Melanie uuryansMf
.
coach Tom Austi n , who is entering
"Gage is the Gage of Football
strengthen
defense, and
hopes to improve up on last y ear 's record.
his 13th season for the Mules.
old," said Austin. "An d
Darren Ireland '00 w ill
Of all the questions the team that is a very good thing. As a run- freshman standout Brian Souza '01.
'99 returning to the front five after lead a more experienced backfield.
needs to answer, the biggest ques- ner, a blocker, and a receiver out of
Tlie season looks bright for tlie
The three backs should see an season-ending injuries , the running
tion mark falls on the offense. After the backf ield , he's an important key increase in their efficiency as the game should benefit.
Mules, especially if they can remain
being outscored 206-86 in 1997, the to our offense."
offensive line opens holes for them.
Miguel Gonzalez '01, last year's injury free. Their first test will be SepMules will look to Matt Smith '00 to
ThomasKeblin '00,the team'slead- With captain Tony Pasquariello '99 lead ing receiver, is back to anchor tember27whentheyopentheseasonat
quarterback the team to victory. ing rasher of last year,will join Gagein once again snapping the ball and the receivers.
Trinity,which finished last yearas the
Smi th completed 22 of 55 passes for the backfield, along with last year's Andrew Slattery '99 and Ian McGinn
Smith is confident with all of his numbertwo team in the NESCAGQ

BY MATT APUZZO
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• Last year 's State of Maine Volleyball champs want to spike their way to a seco nd ti tle . See page 11.
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^
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| |g§ ^^ |g|j ^K * Men 's and women 's cre w will hit Messalonskee Lake soon. See page 11.
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